Preface

The Environmental Quality Laboratory has disseminated the
results of its work in a series of detailed formal reports that are
vilidely circulated.,

In many cases,

however~

it is more important

that the information be dis seminated quickly but to a smaller group.
To facilitate the circulation of this second kind of information a
different form. of report, which we will term. an EQL
has been establishede

Memo:randuITl~

The recipients for each note will be selected

on an ad hoc basis but the notes will be available to anyone on request.,

Lester Lees
Director
Environmental QuaE
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A Report to the Peopleo

Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection
A s a Smog A baternent Measure
In the South Coast Air Basin

The Problem and Need for In.spection
It is well known that ernissions from m.otor vehicles are the
rnajor cause of sn'log in the South Coast Air Basin.

In an aUernpt to

reduce the smog a strategy has been adopted by the State of California
based on the idea of reducing emissions from each vehicle per mile
driven rather than re stricting the number of vehicles or the amount
any vehicle is operated.
three"

The principal el.ements of this strategy are

The one is a set of emission standards for new vehicles which

becomes O"1.ore severe with each model year until 1975 when the federal
emission standards become effective&

The second is a program whereby

existing vehicles are retrofitted with one or more emission control
devices whenever the Air Resources Board deterrnines that appropriate
devices are both effective and available0

The third is a system of

tax exemptions designed to encourage the conversion of existing vehicles
to burn gaseous

fuels~

This paper discusses periodic motor vehicle

inspection and D'lainrenance as a fourth elernent which could be incorporated into the strategy to complement the existing measures.

There is abundant experimental evidence to show that each of the
three rileasures in the present strategy is capable of materially reducing
emissionse

Unfortunately there is a growing body of data that shows that

the measures are often not as effective as they might

be~

Usually the

reason that a measure is ineffective on a particular vehicle is that the
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vehicle is ITlalfunctioning or rnisadjusted.

It is a truism. that any

vehicle will eITlit more if it is m...alfunctioning or rnisadjusted than
if it is operating properly.

Depending on the nature of the malfunction

or misadjustrnent the excess in efilissions may be anywhere from a
few percent to several hundred percent.

For the very low emission

vehicles to be produced in the latter half of this decade it is expected
that certain not too uncornrnon kinds of m.alfunction would increase
their emissions

several thousand percent.

The periodic inspection

and mandatory maintenance rneasure discus sed below is intended to
return irnprope

operating vehicle s to proper ope ration and thu s cause

each vehicle to achieve its norITlallevel of emissions rather than some
higher leveL

The Function and Nature of Inspection

The specific function of the kind of periodic Hlotor vehicle inspection under discussion is to be the first step in a process of returning .malfunctioning or misadjusted vehicles to proper operating
condition~

(The second step, to be discussed below, is the perfor.mance

of the neces sary Illaintenance or repair required to actually return
such vehicles to proper operating conditiono)

This function deterIllines

the rflinilTIal characteristics that a satisfactory inspection process should
haveo

The first such characteristic is a capability to determ.ine whether
or not a vehicle is operating properly0

The second is a capability to

indicate the nature of the malfunction or ITlisadjustHlent in those cases
where a vehicle is not operating

properly~

Finally the process should
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be siITlple, cheap, and rapid.,

To see how it is best to determine whether or not a vehicle
is operating properly it is necessary to discuss the structure of an
internal combustion

engine~

When we use the term "proper operation

of a rrlotor vehicle!1 in the present context we really mean proper
operation of the engineo

While proper operation

of~

say headlights

and windshield wiper are obviously irnportant, their operation has
little to do with air pollution.

For our purposes the engine rrlay be considered to consist of
four

parts~

the engine proper (cylinders, pistons 9 valves, etcs), the

fuel rrletering
systerrL

systen'l, the ignition system, and the emission control

The engine proper is the basic part of the engine that dravvs in a

charge of air and

fuel~

cOITlpresses its then converts the pressure of

the burning mixture to Hlechanical motion.

The several cOITlponents

are tied together mechanically and in each cycle always go through
the sa.m.e lTIotions relaE ve to eac h othe r.

Even

SOy

un de r diffe rent

speeds and loads the arnount of air and fuel per cha.rge varies and the
duration of burning occupies different portions of the cycle"

As a

result the pressure and terrlperature, which have a great effect on
elTIissions 9 vary with speed and load.

The basic control of engine speed a.nd power is by means of the
fuel rnetering system. whose major part is the

carburetor~

The throttle

controls the amount of air drawn into the cylinders depending on the
power required and the carburetor adds the a.ppropriate a.mount of fuel"
Most carburetors have at least two semi-independent metering systems,
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one for idle and one for higher speeds and
three or moreo

power~

while some have

In addition there may be special features that corne

into operation while accelerating or decelerating.

The key point is

that the fuel metering system operates in quite different ways under
~:~

different conditions of engine speed and load.

The ignition system produces a spark which ignites the charge
of air and fuel in the cylinder at the proper time in the cycle.

The

proper time in the cycle varies with speed and load and the ignition
system adjusts the time of ignition accordingly.

There are a number

of different approaches to accomplishing

this~

has a basic HITle of firing determined

speed but an additional ad-

One common scheme

justrnent deterr.nined by intake ITlanifold vacuum which is related to
load.

In any case, the intent is to produce the ignition at the proper

tiITle as dete r.rnined

both speed and load.

A

gain~

it is key that the

ignition systelll operates in different ways under different conditions of
speed and load.

The emission control systern is still evolving in response to
the yea

increase in stringency of ernis sion standards and its final

fornl is not yet well defined"

For our purposes

though~

it may be

considered to be that collection of devices and rnodifications added to
the engine to control eITlisslons.

Vvhile the initial devices such as the

positive crankcase ventilation system were essentially passive 1 the

)i(

The discussion here pertains to the us-ual l"ind of engine but a
silnilar set of co.rnments pertains to engines using fuel injection.
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newer devices tend to change the way they act with changes in speed and
load.

Indications are that they will do this more and more in the future

as they become more and more cornplex in an effort to meet the increasingly stringent standa rds.

Vllith this brief discussion as background we may consider how
to achieve the desired characteristics of an inspection processQ
point to be derived froITl the above discussion is

that~

A major

since an engine

operates differently under different conditions of speed and

load~

it n'lust

be inspected under different conditions of speed and load to deterrrdne
whether or not it is in proper operating

condition~

Another point to be

noted is that since proper operation is defined in tern1.S of emissions,
the correct n'leasure of proper operation is the level of emissions o

Pre-

surnably the proper operation of the several parts could be deterrnined
separately and the assuITlption made that they would then operate correctly
togethero

However~

operationQ

it seeITlS both better and simpler to check the overall

Thus the first necessary characteristic of an inspection

proce s s is achieved

a process that measures the emissions froITl a

vehicle under different conditions of speed and load.
been shown

that~

E"'ortunately it has

for light duty vehicles (under 6000 pounds gross weight),

I:'leasurem.ents taken under at most four different conditions of speed and
load are adequate to determine whether or not a vehicle is operating
prope

The Clayton l\1anufacturing CompanY1 which has done n1.uch

work in this area 1 terms these modes of operation KEY MODES.
~:(

The numbers in brackets refer to references listed at the end
of the paper.,

[1]

>:(

In
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developing their simple KEY MODE test cyclejl which is applicable to
light duty vehicles up through the 1972 model

year~

they have found that

the rneasurement of carbon ITlonoxide and hydrocarbons at idle and at
two different speeds when the vehicle is operating under load on a dyna.mOITleter is adequate to determine whether or not the vehicle is operating
properly.

While newer vehicles or heavy duty vehicles may prove to

require Hleasurernents under more .modes of
also require the measureITlent of oxides of

operation~

nitrogen~

and will certainly

the KEY MODE cycle

is certainly indicative of what will be required.

The need for the second

characteristic~

that the inspection

pro~

cess should indicate the nature of any rnalfunctions or ITlisadjustrnents;l
is not inunediately

obvious~

It m.ight seem that if a vehicle is not

operating properly it should ITlerely be necessary to take it to a mechanic
to be fixed.

However

a diagnosis.

9

the mechanic needs to know what to fix; he needs

In theory at least he should be able to diagnose

malfunctions~

but ITlost garages do not have dynarnoITleters for testing under
Moreover~

load~

most vehicles are very forgiving of sorDe quite major

particularly in the ignition and fuel m.ete
to drive quite well in spite of the.m

o

systems"

rnalfunctions~

They continue

For exarnple p a con'lplete failure of

the ignition on one cylinder of an eight cylinder car is often not noticeable
by the average person when driving on city streets.

This rDakes

diagnosing by road testing very uncertain, even for experienced persons.
Thus~

if the inspection process also yields diagnostic inforITlation, main--

tenance and repair are greatly facilitatede

In

fact~

since the inspection

process under discussion does require operating the vehicle at enough
different speeds and loads to check for proper operation and since any

~
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increase in the level of one or more of the emissions above the proper
level at a given speed and load is indicative of a certain kind of malfunction or

misadjustm.ent~

information.

the inspection process does provide diagnostic

The Clayton Manufacturing Company has systernatized

the presentation of the test data so that by noting which levels of em.issions
are excessive and in which mode of

operation~

the mechanic rnay use a

simple chart to tell hirn where the trouble is likely to be.

Then if the

indicated trouble spot (sornetim.es more than one) is repaired (if
sary) or adjusted using standard procedures
to operate properly.

9

neces~

the vehicle is very likely

Of course the mechanic would make use of the

standard tools and instrurrlents normally available in any properly equipped
garage.

The se tools and instruments are usually de signed to check

some specific part of an engine
Hence the n.eed for diagnosis"
require dis

though~

rather than the entire engine.

Also, in so.me cases their use rnay

or disass

pa rts of the engine.

The re is al s 0

a tacit assur.n.ption in the above that any malfunction that interfered with
the use of the vehicle or was otherwise noticeable to the driver WOJld
be

repaired~

Hence the concern with

oper operation which is not

necessarily evident but which does cause an increase in enlissions

The need for the third de sired cha racteris
process be

sir£lple~

cheap~

e

tha t the ins pec tion

and rapid,is fairly obvious when one considers

that there are more than twelve n'lillion motor vehicles in California
more than half of them in the South Coast Air Basin alone&

The kind

of inspection being discussed here requires that the inspecting technician
drive the car on to the dynamometer, in.sert a sa.mpling probe into the
tail pipe~ record (which may be done autornatically) the emission levels
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from the instruments at idle (zero speed) and at two (or three) constant
speeds.

The sampling probe is then removed and the car driven off the

dynamorneter0

The technician notes whether or not the emission levels

indicate proper operation.
the vehicle operator.

If not he gives the card with the levels to

The levels constitute the diagnostic information

needed to effect repairs.
assuming yea

The capital costs for the inspection

inspection~

facility~

are about two dollars per vehicle to be

inspected and the operating cost about one dollar and five cents per inspection.
minutes.

The time required to perform an inspection is less than five
[2]

The

procedure~

cost, and tim.e figures are for 1971 and

earlier light du ty vehicle S0

As the emission control system on new vehicles becomes ri10re
complex to meet the increasingly stringent em.ission standards, the inspection
process for those vehicles will also become more cornple2L

SpecificallYJ

it will probably be necessary to provide a port for sampling the exhaust

upstream of any catalytic

Ol~

thermal reactor as well as at the tail pipe.

It will also be necessary to add an instrument to read the level of oxides
of nitrogen emitted.

For most existing vehicles only hydrocarbons and

carbon monoxide are measured.

Finally, it might be necessary to add a

third speed at which measurements would be taken.

The additional

cost per inspection lane would be less than twice as much assuming

that additional instruments were added so that r.n.easurelTIents would be
made simultaneously at: the sampling port ahead of any reactor and at
the tail pipe.

.An additional

speed~

if

requi:red~

would increase the time

per test and the operating cost by no .more than 25%.

The increase in

tirne would also reduce, somewhat, the nurnber of cars per year that
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could be handled by an inspection lane and further increase the capital
costs.

However~

it should be noted that not all inspection lanes would

have to be so equipped or operatedo

Only enough lanes to cope with

the newer cars would have to be upgraded.

Since about 11% new cars

are added to the population each year it would be four years after the
start of any upgrade program before half of the inspection lanes would
have to be

upgraded~

Heavy duty vehicles present still a different problem.

No inspection

procedure see.m.s to have been worked out and verified for thern
they rnake up 13% [

of the

vehicles~

o

Yet

burn a disproportionate share of

fue1 1 and em.it much more per mile than a light duty vehicle even when
operating properly.

Ce

if we are to have clean air we ITlust be

sure that this class of vehicle is not over emitting.
size~

Because of the larger

greater cornplexity, and greater range of variation among heavy

vehicles~

itis likely that the procedure will be Hlore complex and

perhaps several different procedures would be
sizes of engines.

red fo r diffe rent

However J initial experirnents show that the Hlodel

approach to inspection is applicable.

Such an inspection would be there-

fore relatively sin1.ple, cheap and rapido

The
would

of inspection process that is being proposed then is one

to essentially all vehicles and would be done periodically

to ascertain whether the vehicles were operating properly froITl an
errdssions standpoint"

It would rneasure emissions directly under enough

different loads and speeds to test the vehicle adequately.

In cases where

the vehicle wa s ove r erni tHng it would provide diagno s tic info rrna Hon to
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aid a mechanic in n'Bking necessary repairs.

It would be sim.ple and cheap

and require little tinleG

The Integration of Inseection and Maintenance

Of course merely inspecting an over-ernitting vehicle will not
reduce its elTIlssions.

That can only be accorrlplished by appropriate

repair or adjustrnenL

Perhaps some persons would voluntarily have

such ITlaintenance perforIT1ed but it seeITlS likely that it will be necessary
to provide sorne cOn1pulsion to assure that the Inaintenance is done.

An

easy to implement and very effective form. of com.pulsion is to require
that the inspection be passed as a condition of continuing operation of the
vehicle.

This can be accomplished by

ring that the vehicle pass

the inspection before it can be registered.
Analyst

J

Mr.

Post~

the Le

slative

has suggested this and pointed out that it could be corflbined with

year round registration which would sn1.ooth out both the inspection and
the registration processes.

[2]

Under this scheme of conditioning registration on passing inspection
the owner of the vehicle would take his vehicle to be inspected any tin'l.e
during~

say, a two week period prior to his registration date.

vehicle passed he could then register it.

If

not~

If the

he would be required to

return for a second inspection before the vehicle could be registered"

If

the vehicle still did not pass it wou.ld have to be brought back repeatedly
until it did pass0

If it did not pass by the registration date the vehicle

could no longer be driven although it could be registered at any time it
did pass inspection and then i

of

course~

it could be driven.

A similar

sche.me involving a windshield sticker instead of registration but with the
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sa.me requireID.ents for passing inspection has been used by the State of
New Jersey for m.any years as part of their safety inspection program..

Issues

Raise~y

Mandatory Inspection and Maintenance

The careful reader of the discussion of a systeIT1 of Inandatory
motor vehicle inspection and. maintenance presented above will no doubt
have thought of many questions that were not answered0

The discussion

to this point was intended to give an overview of the entire

system~

In this section we discuss and attempt to resolve a nun'1.ber of iITlportant
issues that are raised

Issue L

the proposed system of inspection.

\liTho would do the inspection?

There are usually considered to be two choices as to who would
do the inspection.

The one would be for the state to set up inspection

stations and operate thern with state employees.

The other is for the

state to license private organizations (probably garages) to perforIll the
inspectionsQ

The proponents of the first approach usually cite as their

r.najor reason that it is undesirable to have a garage with an interest in
perform.ing repairs make the inspection.

There is a widespread feeling

that such a system would lead to abuses and Hluch expensive and
sary rnaintenance0
spectors

The pr

unneces~

s of a system of licensed private in-

out that state inspection would

re a huge public in-

vestr£lent and a large addition to an already large staff of state employees"

Both points of view have elen'1.ents of validity but public confidence
in an inspection schem.e dealing with
cannot be directly

perceived~

ernissions~

especially since they

seems to be the overriding factoY0

A strong
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secondary factor is that the cost of operation would probably be covered
by a fee in either case so that additional eITlployees would not be a drain
on the state treasury.

In consideration of these factors ITlany have con-

cluded that the inspection should be done by the state.

This is in agreeITlent

with both the findings of the Northrup Corporation [1] and the conclusions of
Mro A. Alan Post [3].

It should also be noted that the original capital

required to set up the systeITl could be done by ITleans of a one tiITle additional assessment levied against vehicle owners and collected along with
the registration fee.

The two dollars per light duty vehicle or the somewhat

her aITlount for a heavy duty vehicle would not seeITl to be overly burdensorne~

There also appears to be a third possibility that lies between the
two opposing points of view discussed aboveo
inspecting to a not-for-profit organization.
often in the pa s t$ nota bi y
conflicts as arise here.

That is to assign the job of
This approach has been used

the federal government, to resolve

st such

When used properly it perITlits tight governITlental

control without the need for a large bureaucracyo

On the other

hand~

since

the activities of the organization are both limited in scope (usually to
governITlent sponsored activities) and are
conflict of interest involved.

not~for~profit,

there can be no

Although this approach has been little

dis~

cussed it appears to have great merit and should be carefully consideredo

A corollary point to be made is that there seems to be no thought
by anyone that the state should get into the automotive maintenance business0
The necessary adjustlnents or repairs would be the responsibility of the
vehicle owner and would be done by whoITlever he selected.

Adjustments
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and repai rs would be rnade according to rnanufacturers i ins tructions
except where the instructions were modified by the Air Resources Board
in connection with retrofit device s~

Issue

2~

How will the system get started?

Issue 30

In what areas will inspection be required?

Is sue 4.

Which vehicle s will be in spec ted?

These three issues are discussed together because they are closely
related0

The discussion is based on three ideas.

An inspection systen1.

should rnake as large an irnpact on air pollution as possible and as soon as
possible consistent with economy and prudent management.

An inspection

system should evolve as the population of motor vehicles changes and as
our knowledge and understanding increase.
inspection just to have inspectionQ

And there is no point in having

With these ideas in rllind it seems

evident that the system should be started first in the
which has the worst air pollution problern

9

South Coast Air Basin,

and should apply first to that

class of vehicles which is most numerous and about which we know the
most~

namely light duty vehiclesa

It should apply to other areas as the

need and the state of our knowledge indicate it is desirable.

Some areas of

the state and perhaps some classes of vehicles would never require inspectiono

An obvious way to proceed in this direction would be to start with
a

program in Los AngelesG

It could start with as few as five to ten

inspection lanes and initially involve as few as one to two hundred thousand
vehicles..

These nUITlbers are chosen to be srnall enough to not require a

large initial investm.ent or number of
realistic experienceo

people~

but large enough to provide
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The ITlajor problem in starting such a pilot program concerns
the proper way to involve the automotive service industry.

The key to its

involvem.ent is the standards set for passing the inspection.

Initially

the standards must not be too strict or the service industry will not be
able to respond.

Both the num.ber of vehicles to be r'.naintained and the

nature of the malfunction and m.isadjustments to be corrected are of concern o
One way to handle the transition period would be to set the standards
initially at, say, three tirnes the average eITlission level for each class
of vehicle e

That is, if an emission level for any kind of emission measured

under any n'lode of operation exceeded three til-nes the average level for the
sam.e rneasurement for similar vehicles y the vehicle would fail the test.
Any such level is associated with a gross malfunction or rnisadjustrnenL
Average s of mea surernents on a vehicle should not be u sed because they
would tend to blur the indication of a clear cut and gross problernQ

Test

programs indicate that about ten percent of the vehicles would be affected.
These would be the worst emitters and would be the ones showing the
rnost improvement from n'1.aintenance and repairo

Moreover~

they would

be the ones with the most obvious problems hence would be the easiest
for the service industry to repairo

A s the worst en'litters 'Nere found and

corrected the standards would automatically tighten som.ewhaL

A s the

service industry gained experience the standards could be further tightened
to cause the rejection of all vehicles that were over eITlittingo

SOITle such

approach as this is needed both to ITlake maximum initial impact and to
allow the service industry the time and experience to prepare itself to
ITlaintain vehicles for low el'nissions.
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Once the pilot program had shown that the inspection system.
was

working~

the system could be expanded in an orderly way to cover

the entire air basino

A s noted previouslYII the process would be greatly

facilitated by a system of year round registratiano

A second stage pilot progranl. should be started as soon after the
first one as feasible0

Its purpose would be to gather data on heavy duty

vehicles and to devise inspection procedures for the.m o

Because of the

diversity aITlong this class of vehicles the initial efforts should be devoted
to the rDost nurflerous

types~

There rnight be son'1.e types that are sO rare

that it would never be worthwhile to inspect them.

o

However~

with the

levels of emissions that will be required for light duty vehicles

the

1975-76 standards such vehicles will be few indeedo

In summary then, the approach proposed for setting up an inspection
system. is to start with a pilot program in Los Angeles aim.ed only at
light duty vehicles"

A s the procedures are refined and the personnel

trained the syste.m would be expanded to cover the whole air basin.

A

second stage pilot program would devise procedures and collect data so
that heavy duty vehicles could be incorporated into the system.

The objective

would be to have each vehicle achieve the lowest level of en'1.issions of
~which

it is reasonably capableo

The systern would be extended to other

air ba sins a s needed.

Issue 5.

Should diesel vehicles be inspected?

The state.ment is often ITlade that diesel vehicles are inherently
clean"

Perhaps a ITlore accurate stateITlent would be that diesel vehicles

have different emissions characteristics than gasoline burning

vehicles~
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~

To date the problem. of diesel vehicles has generally been avoided"
standards have yet gone into effect for diesel vehicles.
post 1976 era when all vehicles should have very low
should also be inspected"

However~

emissions~

No
in the

diesels

It seeITlS highly unlikely that all diesels are

putting out the minimum enlissions of which they are capable.

The

farniliar smoking exhaust pipe and diesel smell indicate that inspection
procedures should be devised and standards set for them too.

Given the

though, it will probably not be possible to do that as

pre sen t si rna

soon as for SOnle other types of heavy duty vehicles.

It is interesting to note that a similar situation applies to
motocycle s.
Issue 6.

Should vehicles using gaseous fuels be inspected?

It is generally considered that gaseous fuels, na'bural gas and
propane, are inherently clean bu
true.

and in a very real sense that is

Ye t, a s with any fuel$ if the engine is running ve ry ric hJ eithe r

because of malfunction or rnisadjustrnent, there will be excessive carbon
n'1.onoxide in the exhaust just because there is not enough air to burn
the fuel cornpletelyo

Other kinds of improper operation can cause

other emission levels to be

excessive~

So] while the gaseous fuels

are clean burning the vehicles using them are still fallible and require
rnaintenanceo

Periodic inspection is a means for assuring that this

.rnaintenance is doneo

There is another im.portant reason for requiring that vehicles
using gaseous fuels are achieving the low levels of eITlissions of which
they are capablee

The state exeITlpts vehicles using gaseous fuels in an
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approved fuel systefil froxn the fuel use tax until the end of 1975.

This

tax exexnption was set up to encourage conversion of existing vehicles
to gaseous fuels by providing a way to recover the cost of conversion.
The exemption represents a subsidy by the people of the state and they
are entitled to receive the low emissions in

Issue 70

return~

How does periodic inspection relate to new vehicle
inspection?

A s more and more stringent standards have been placed on new
vehicles, elaborate engineering tests have been devised to assure that
the new vehicles do in fact meet the standards.

These tests ITlake use

of complex driving cycles intended to sirnulate typical driving patterns of
vehicles in actual use.
both lengthy and
were origina

The original purpose of these tests p which are

expensive~

wa s to certify new ITlodels of vehicle s.

applied only to

prototypes~

They

Vvith experience it becaxne

evident that vehicles being manufactured in ITlaSS did not always meet
the standards, either because of changes in design or n-'lisITlanufacturingQ
Consequently, it has been required that more and illore production
vehicles be tested.

It may be that in tirne all of them will be required to

be tested0

The question is often raised as to whether this certification test
should not be used for periodic inspection"

It is usually pointed out in

connection with the question that to date no short, simple test has been
devised that will yield a deterxnination of the levels of emissions as
determined by the certification tesL

The question .misses the point of

periodic inspection and conr0.ses the purposes of the two kinds of testing"
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Certification testing is to determine whether a vehicle when operated
over a specific sirnulated driving cycle meets some imposed standards
for the total ar{lount of each kind of ernis sian",

It is not specified how

the total ernissions are to be distributed over the parts of the

cycle~

The testing perform.ed under a system of periodic inspection is to determ.ine whether or not a vehicle is operating correctly",

The levels of

the emis sions to be perlnitted in each r.n.oae of operation are determined
taking similar vehicles known to be operating correc
have passed the certification

tests~

and measuring their

levels~

In

theory .. although this doesn't seem. to be the case in practice J vehicles
of different rnakes and models that all passed the same certification test
could have different em.ission levels for a given lTIode of operationo

This

would rnerely indicate that the different manufacturers had allocated the
permitted total arnount of ernissions differently over the parts of the
sirnulated driving cycle"

here is that experience shows that any car

The important

that passes a properly designed modal test with emission levels deterlTIined
te

similar vehicles

the certification

test~

~"1own

to be operating prope

wi 11 a 1 s 0 pa s s

Thus a siITlple m.odal test can deternline whether a

vehicle is operating correctly even though it cannot determine the total
level of ernis sians that vehicle would produce in a certification te st.

A consequence of this situation is that inspection type testing could
replace certification type testing on most production vehicles.

The more

cornplete testing is, of course, required for certification and to provide
a group of cars that is known to rneet the standards.

This group of cars
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would provide the data to determine the characteristic set of emission
levels for the inspection

procedure~

In addition vehicles would be selected

from those com.ing out of production for cornplete testing to assure that
the de sign had not changed"

The selection would be done according to well

established principles of quality control and would be a sm.all percentage
of the totaL
procedure0

The rest of the vehicles would be tested using the inspection
If they passed it would verify that they were properly .manu-

factured and adjusted and would be able to pass the certification test.
Passing the inspection test at the tiITle of manufacture would also verify
that they would be able to pass the inspection test in the future with proper
rnaintenance.

This approach would resolve the conflict between the EPA

which requires the elaborate test

j

j

and the state~ which desires 100% inspection

to assure proper ITlanufacturingo

Issue 8.

Won't new vehicles after 1975 have a warranty of
low emissions for 50 000 rniles?
j

Doesn1t this obviate

the need for inspection?
Even though a vehicle may be warranreed for a certain mileage it
1
does not mean that it does not require rnaintenance or that it .may not rnal.-

function or be rnisacijusted.

Such parts as the ignition systernand the car-

buretor typically require repair as well as periodic maintenance well before

000 miles.

The emission control system is designed to reduce the

erni s sions frorn a prope

operating engine.

It is not usually able to cope

with the increased ernissions fron1. an irnproperly operating

engine~

The

intent of the warranty is that if the engine is operating correctly and if the
emission control systern has been properly
will remain low for the stated mileage.

maintained~

then the elTIissions

This guards against de signs that
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~

will not tolerate normal engine wear for exarnpleo

A recent decision by the

EPA to perrnit one replacen1.ent of the catalytic reactor during the first

50, 000 mile s for 197 5 ~ 76 vehicle s ernpha size s the need for ITlaintenanceG
Another reason for inspecting post 1974 cars is that not unCOn:1rnon
malfunctions can easily increase the eITlission levels of those cars
several thousand percenL

In a situation where so ITluch effort and money

will be devoted to reducing ernis sions ~ it win be intolerable to allow
operating vehicles 'with ernis sian levels m.any times
those of properly operating
Issue 9"

vehicl~s

0

Isn't there actually data that shows that inspection and
lTIaintenance can actually increase SOUle kinds of emissions?

Vehicle s rnanufa c tu red fr om

66 through 1970 had controls on

the elTIissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons but not on oxides of
nitrogen.

The manufacturers, in order to ITleet the standards

s

changed the design of these vehicles in such a way that the oxides of
nitrogen emis sions were actually inc rea sede
such as

too

Certain kinds of rni

will reduce the oxides of nitrogen at the expense

of increasing hydrocarbons and carbon Hlonoxicie.

prope

strnent,

Thus when the engine is

adjusted the oxides of nitrogen do actually increase e

To a certain

extent this is also true of earlier vehicles where a gross rnisadjustment of
the ai r fuel ra ti~

reduce the oxide s of

nitrogen~

If the inspection and maintenance program were

considered

by itself, the situation with respect to oxides of nitrogen would be a
However, as Mro Post has pointed

out~

probleITl~

an inspection and rflaintenance

program should be considered as part of a larger systeITl which includes

- 21 retrofitting existing vehicles with various devices to reduce eJ:nissions.
Fortunately there are several devices which disconnect the vacuum spark
advance mechanisnl in the distributor (at least under certain conditions
of operation) which are either already approved by the Air Pesources
Board or in the proces s of being approvedo

When such a device is

installed on a vehicle the oxides of nitrogen are :materially reduced and
the vehicle can be adjusted with all three kinds of e mis sions at a lov\!
level.

In the context being considered here, then

y

a program of inspection

and maintenance would not result in increases of any emissions"
Issue 10.

Aren't there other inspection procedures that do not
require a dynam.ometer that are just as effective in
reducing emis sions ?

The key point in this issue is effectiveness.
rneasure s of effecti venes s .
emission reduction"

One is cost

0

There are many

Another is cost pe r unit of

Another is total ernisslon reduction.

All of these

to sorne extent mis s the point of the reason for inspection in the South
Coast Air Basin.

Since the purpose of the inspection and rrlaintenance

progran"1 would be to assure that vehicles were operating properlY9
the criterion for effect! venes s for the inspection procedure should be
ho\}V well it distinguishes proper from improper operation.

An adjunct

to the criterion is how much diagnostic information it supplies to assist
in any required maintenance.

By this criterion it is evident that an idle test or sin'1.ilar test is
ineffective because some parts of the overall engine
of the carburetor ~ are not tested.

9

such as the high speed

Of course these parts ~ if rnalfunc-

would cause the vehicle to over ernito
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There is still the question of the diagnostic type of inspectionQ
Basically such an inspection consists of a thorough exarnination of the
various parts of an engine using diagnostic instruments.
properly

done~

the

vehicle~

have low emissions.

PresuHlably, if

if it passes J is operating correctly and would

This systern suffers from several disadvantages.

It

costs more for the inspection and takes more tillle0 [lJ It is indirect in
that the emissions are not measured directly (except possi
m.onoxide).

for carbon

It is m.ore specific to the particular r.nake and model of vehicle

and requires more skilled personneL

All things considered it is less

suitable than the kind of inspection proposed.

Is sue 110 Isnlt a program. of mandatory periodic lYlalntenance just as effective as a systern of inspection
and maintenance?
The idea here is that periodically all vehicles would have to
go a mandatory lltune
vvauld be done

Upli.

An approved pracedu re would be use

under~

the work

a licensed garage, and a certificate would be issued to

show that the work had been done.

The certificate would be required to

regi ste r the ve hicleo

The re are tw 0 problerrls with this scheme.
t.echnicalone0

The procedure would necessa

between cornpleteness and cost.
maintenance on each vehicle"

The fir s t is a purely

have to be a corn.proIYlise

It would be very expensive to do a 11cornplete ll

Anything much beyond a check of the ignition

system plus replacement of points» condenser, and spark

s together

with an adjustrnent of the carburetor would result in a great deal of
needed workQ

un~

Yet this sort of lirn.ited procedure would fail to repair many

vehicles with malfunctions that caused serious over emitting.

The corn-
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promise would become even more unsatisfactory as the newer vehicles
with more complex emission control systerrls appeared.

The second problem is in the difficulty in assuring that the work
was done

properly~

There would be an enormous possibility for fraud p

perhaps with the collusion of vehicle ownersG

Any system which requires

the public to periodically have work done and where the results of that
work may be difficult to perceive would be extrerflely difficult to make
effective.

Cor.npared to an inspection system. with its built in checks and

balances the ITlandatory maintenance scheme is both ineffective and
undesirable"

Is sue 12.

Should safe

inspection be corflbined with emission

inspection?

It is not the purpose of this paper to go into safety inspection in
any detaiL

Ce

en'lis sion inspection can stand aloneo

However~

there is evidence to believe that safety inspections are worthwhile and
that the two kinds of inspection would tend to reinforce each other.

rLxJ1
J

110Th
.
vI :tat IS

.
C 1ear IS

.
t h at a lYlaJor

0

b s t acle
. t 0 any Inspec
.
t'lon sys t ern

is the inconvenience to the ow ner in periodically bringing a vehicle in
for

inspection~

If there is to be both a safety inspection and an emission

inspection they should be done at the same tirfle and the same placeQ

Issue l3Q

'Nhat agency should do the inspection?

There are several candidate agencies, the Air Resources Board,.
the I-lighwa y Fa

and the Department of Motor Vehicles for

example~

The Air Resources Board is the obvious agency to set the standards and
procedures for an emission inspection

system~

The question as to which
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agency actually does the inspection, though, (or supervises a not-for-p.cofit
which does the inspection), is an administrative question best worked
out by the legislature and the agencies involvedQ

Issue 14.

What about vehicles that cannot be repaired?

Although the question is often asked in the form. stated, it is not
properly posed.
operate correc

Any vehicle can be repaired so that it doe s in fact
and em.it at a proper leveL

Even if it had been originally

Inisrnanufactured (carburetors seem to be occassionally subject to errors
in Dl.anufacture) the defects can be corrected.

There is a ITlinor cavil

that since not all cars have been inspected and repaired it is not possible
to know with absolute certainty that an irrepairable car nright not
time be encountered.

However~

SOITle~

studies to date indicate such a pas

to be remote indeed.

A more pertinent question has to do with the cost of repairo

This

question is treated under issue 15 below.

Issue IS.

Doesn't a nl.andatory system of inspection and maintenance place too heavy a burden of enlission reduction
on poor people who tend to drive older and higher
ernitting car s?

The question as posed includes two tacit assumptions0

The one is

that it is mostly the older vehicles that over emit and that these vehicles
are mostly in the hands of poor peopleG

The second is that there are ac-

ceptable alternatives to reducing the ernissions from the motor vehicles
in the South Coast Air Basin to the lowest level practicable.

The whole system. of motor vehicle inspection and maintenance

=
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proposed here is based on the idea that each make and ITlodel of vehicle
has a proper level of eITlissions&
than for newer

ones~

That level is higher for older vehicles

While an older vehicle may be m.ore likely to need

repair or adjustm.ent than a newer

one~

less on the average than for the newer

the cost of repair is likely to be
ones~

especially the post 1974 models

with their very low emissions and cOITlplex emission control equipm.ent0
Moreover~

in the case of older cars, any repairs made are very likely to

improve the fuel eCOnOIT1..y so that Hluch of the cost of repair is recovered
in reduced fuel costs&
engine~

Of

course~

if a vehicle has a really worn or daITlaged

it could cost more to repair it than it is worth.

is likely to be undesirable for other

reasons~

too.

Another point has to do with heavy duty vehicles0
do not ever com..e into the hands of

This sort of vehicle

individuals~

Most of these

ITluch less poor people"

Yet they conSUITle a significant portion of the ITlotor fuel and w

under

the system proposed p have to be inspected and n1aintained too.

The question of alternatives is Hl0st

tant.

There is general

agreerrtent that the air in the South Coast Air Basin is much too polluted by
any standards and must be cleaned up"
air

Both the state a_nd federal ambient

standards are exceeded a high percentage of the timeo

There

is also general agreement that reduction in emissions from individual
sources~

in

predorninately

autoITlobiles~

use of those sources.

n'1easures are taken to reduce
and maintenance sys

is preferable to enforced reductions

Yet it has been shown that even if all reasonable
eITlissions~

including a very good inspection

the air will still fall far short of meeting the legal

standardso [5J If we are to meet the standards (either state or federal) we
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shall have to curtail use..

To the extent that we perm.it any vehicles to

over ernit,s we shall have to either further curtail use or suffer poor
quality air0

The question of poor people per se still re.m.ains even if they are
not being unfairly burdened"
poor

if~

In our society a person is considered to be

for whatever reason, he has an income that is insufficient to

provide an adequate supply of goods and serviceso
a person is

subsidized~

usually by the

governITlent~

to have an adequate supply of goods and

services~

In the usual case such
so that he will be 'able
Where that adequate

supply is found to include a car 9 then the subsidy provides for the car and
cost of

operation~

It would seen! that the cost of inspection and rnain-

tenance should also be covered in the regular subsidy system. rather than
to leave a gap in the system of ernission control being built at such a cost
in effort and rnoneyo

Desirable Features of a Mandatory Inspection and Maintenance Systerrl

In light of the above discussion a system of mandatory rnotor vehicle
inspection and n'1.aintenance should have the following
L

characteristics~

The state (or a state supervised not-for-profit organization)
should perform the inspection but maintenance should be
9

done by whom.ever the owner of the vehicle chooseso
20 Inspection should be tied to registration so that a vehicle
would have to pass inspection in order to be driven"
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30 The inspection procedure should be arranged so that any

vehicle in reasonably good operating condition would pass"
Further~

the procedure should test the vehicles under a

sufficient num.ber of r{lodes of operation (speed and loa
to assure that vehicles which pass are really operating
correctly.

The procedure should provide diagnostic in-

form.ation to aid in the repair of vehicles which do not pass o
Finally~

the test procedure should be

simple~

cheap~

and

rapid"

40 The inspection system. should start with a pilot program
in Los Angeles devoted to light duty vehicles.

As the pro-

cedures are verified the systern should be enlarged to encom.pass other areas and other classes of vehiclesv

At

each phase the criteria for the expansion should be need
and unde r standing"

50 If there is a system. of safe

inspection it should be

com.~

with the system. of emission inspections to rninim.ize
inconvenience to vehicle
6~

owners~

Vehicles which use fuels other than gasoline J especially
the gaseous fuels,

should be included in the system.

A mandatory system of inspection and maintenance having these

characteristics would co.rnplelTIent and render m.ore effective the prograITl of
autOl"llotive ernission reduction that we now have.
the present program.

vVithout such a system.

probably fail to be fully effectiveo
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